
 

Hi everyone 

 

I hope you are all enjoying this unexpected sunshine and looking forward to the Easter 

holidays - I have to say that staff at school are really in need of a holiday - it has been a 

very tough term - which I know you all appreciate.  The children too will be tired and I 

hope that you are all looking forward to a proper break without the need to do any 

formal learning although - as we all know - learning never really stops does it?? 

  

You will know about the Easter holiday club that is being run here at school over this 

holiday and in the summer too.  This is being organised by Globefit who are usually 

based at Holy Rood Church.  It has proven to be very popular but there are still some 

places available on Friday 16th April.  These are being offered at a discount of 10% if you 

use the code FRIDAY on the booking form, which you can find at: www.globefit.co.uk 

 

I wanted to thank you again for your understanding in obtaining Covid tests for your 

children when they have shown symptoms.  I know how inconvenient this can be and 

also distressing for your children, but it has made us much more able to be confident 

that we are doing the right thing by our children, families and staff.  We still remain 

vigilant and know that at some time in the future it is quite possibe that we will need to 

close one of our bubbles.  If you do need to report a positive case can I ask you to use 

my own personal school email address: j.halton@croftonhammond-inf.hants.sch.uk. 

  

I am very grateful to the Pharmacy in the village for allowing our staff to be 'reserves' for 

the vaccine.  This has meant that many of our staff have been able to be vaccinated 

which, again, is very reassuring for us all. 

  

I will email Easter Wishes before the end of term, 

  

With love from 

 

Jacky 
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